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The City and County of San Francisco values privacy and protection of San Francisco residents’ civil 

rights and civil liberties. As required by San Francisco Administrative Code, Section 19B, the 

Surveillance Technology Policy aims to ensure the responsible use of Cellebrite itself as well as any 

associated data, and the protection of City and County of San Francisco residents’ civil rights and 

liberties. 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

Pursuant to the San Francisco Charter, the San Francisco Police Department (SFPD) is required to 

preserve the public peace, prevent, and detect crime, and protect the rights of persons and property 

by enforcing the laws of the United States, the State of California, and the City and County. The 

Department’s mission is to protect life and property, prevent crime and reduce the fear of crime by 

providing service with understanding, response with compassion, performance with integrity and law 

enforcement with vision. 

The Surveillance Technology Policy (“Policy”) defines the manner in which a data extraction tool for 

computers and mobile devices will be used to support this mission, by describing the intended 

purpose, authorized and restricted uses, and requirements.   

This Policy applies to all to department personnel that use, plan to use, or plan to these data 

extraction tools, including employees, contractors, and volunteers. Employees, consultants, volunteers, 

and vendors while working on behalf of the City with the Department are required to comply with this 

Policy.  

POLICY STATEMENT 

The authorized use of the surveillance technology for the Department is limited to the following use 

cases and is subject to the requirements listed in this Policy.  

Authorized Use(s): 

To conduct forensic/evidence examination of computers and/or mobile devices received under 

the provisions of CA Penal Code §1546.1, including, but not limited to via a search warrant or 

specific consent. Examinations are performed by the SFPD CSI-Multimedia Evidence Unit pursuant 

to a relevant investigation. 
 

 

Prohibited use cases include any uses not stated in the Authorized Use Case section. 

Department may use information collected from technology only for legally authorized purposes and 

may not use that information to unlawfully discriminate against people based on race, ethnicity, 
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political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union membership, gender, gender identity, 

disability status, sexual orientation, or activity, or genetic and/or biometric data. 

 

SFPD is prohibited from seeking to extract data for purposes of enforcing prohibitions on gender-

affirming health care, reproductive care or interstate travel for gender-affirming or reproductive health 

care. Except as required by law, SFPD shall not share extracted data with any law enforcement agency 

for purposes of enforcing prohibitions on gender-affirming health care, reproductive care, or 

interstate travel for gender-affirming or reproductive health care.  

 

BUSINESS JUSTIFICATION 

Reason for Technology Use 

The surveillance technology supports the Department’s mission and provides important operational 

value in the following ways:  

The purpose of these technologies is to preserve the integrity and quality of information and evidence 

of crime by supporting the Crime Lab and Crime Scene Investigation teams with tools to examine 

crucial evidence collected at or connected to crime scenes. These tools forensically examine 

computers and mobile devices so investigators can reconstruct the elements of a crime and accurately 

determine the facts of the case which are then provided to the prosecution. These tools allow the 

Department to gather evidence that links the correct suspect to a crime and will protect individuals 

from consequences of being wrongly accused of a crime. The evidence is used by the District 

Attorney’s office to determine guilt or innocence through the court system.  

Description of Technology  

All of the Cellebrite tools are utilized in the digital forensics’ lab space. Evidence items such as 

computers or mobile devices are submitted to the lab for examination. The digital forensic tools listed 

below are located on laboratory forensic workstations and are only accessible by digital forensic 

examiners. 

• Cellebrite Inspector (formerly known as BlackBag’s “BlackLight”) is used worldwide by 

examiners in the digital forensics community. It quickly analyzes computer volumes and mobile 

devices and allows for fast searching, filtering, and sifting through large data sets. With its 

easy-to-use graphical interface you can quickly find internet history, downloads, recent 

searches top sites, locations, media, messages, and more. (BlackBag was recently procured by 

Cellebrite and this tool is now known as Cellebrite Inspector.)  

 

• Cellebrite Digital Collector (formerly known as BlackBag’s “MacQuisition”) is a unique forensic 

imaging and acquisition tool capable of booting various MacOS systems, as well as acquiring 

live targeted data. Digital Collector is a forensic solution that runs within a native MacOS boot 

environment. Digital Collector is the first and only solution to create physical images of Macs 

with the Apple T2 chip. Tested and used by experienced examiners for over a decade, Digital 

Collector runs on the MacOS operating system and safely boots and acquires data from 

different Macintosh computer models in their native environment – even Fusion Drives. 
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(BlackBag was recently procured by Cellebrite, and this tool is now known as Cellebrite Digital 

Collector.)  

 

Cellebrite UFED 4PC can bypass locks and passcodes on many mobile devices, as well as 

perform multiple types of digital extractions from them. Cellebrite Physical Analyzer can parse 

more data than what is possible through other tools and do so in a forensic means.  Cellebrite 

can gain access to 3rd party app data, chat conversations, downloaded emails and email 

attachments, deleted content and more, increasing the chances of finding inculpatory (as well 

as exculpatory) evidence. 

 

 

Resident Benefits 

The technology promises to benefit residents in the following ways: 

 Benefit Description 

 Education  

 Community Development  

 Health  

 Environment  

x Criminal Justice 
 Forensic computer analysis can be used to discover and 

document evidence in criminal investigations. 
 

 Jobs  

 Housing  

 Other  

 

 

Department Benefits 

The surveillance technology will benefit the department in the following ways: 

 Benefit Description 

x 
Financial 

Savings 

Forensic computer analysis can document and discover relevant 

files on devices quickly, reducing investigator hours examining 

devices.   
 

x Time Savings 

Forensic computer analysis can document and discover relevant 

files on devices quickly, reducing investigator hours examining 

devices.   
 

 Staff Safety  
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x Data Quality 
Forensic computer analysis provides investigators with specific 

and relevant documents from devices in criminal investigations.   
 

 Other  

 

POLICY REQUIREMENTS 

This Policy defines the responsible data management processes and legally enforceable safeguards 

required by the Department to ensure transparency, oversight, and accountability measures. 

Department use of surveillance technology and information collected, retained, processed or shared 

by surveillance technology must be consistent with this Policy; must comply with all City, State, and 

Federal laws and regulations; and must protect all state and federal Constitutional guarantees. 

Specifications: The software and/or firmware used to operate the surveillance technology must be 

up to date and maintained. 

Data Collection: Department shall only collect data required to execute the authorized use cases. 

All data collected by the surveillance technology, including PII, shall be classified 

according to the City’s Data Classification Standard.  

The surveillance technology collects some or all of the following data type(s): 

Data Type(s) Format(s) Classification 

Digital Forensic 

Evidence 

Call logs, contact lists, 

MMS data, SMS data, 

images, videos, audio, 

documents/notes, 

internet history & 

bookmarks, location 

data, app data, 3rd-

party app data, health 

data, device logs, 

various forms of 

metadata  

Level 4 

  

Per CA Penal Code §1546.1(d)(2), the warrant (allowing SFPD’s authorized use) shall require 

that any information that is unrelated to the objective of the warrant shall be sealed and 

shall not be subject to further review, use, or disclosure except pursuant to a court order. 

   

Access: All parties requesting access must adhere to the following rules and processes:  

Only SFPD members of the digital forensics’ lab has access to these technologies 

and must be trained prior to their use. 

A. Department employees 

https://sfcoit.org/datastandard
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Once collected, the following roles and job titles are authorized to access and use 

data collected, retained, processed, or shared by the technology:  

• Q2-Q4, Police Officer 

• Q50-Q-52, Sergeant 

• Q60-Q62, Lieutenant 

• 8252-8254 Forensic Examiner 

• 8259-8262 Criminalists 

• 0933 Crime Lab Manager 

• 0955 Forensic Services Director 

Unless assigned to Forensics Services, Q2 through Q62 data access is limited to the reports provided 

by the SFPD forensic practitioners or Forensic Services staff.  

B. Members of the public 

Department will comply with the California Public Records Act, the San Francisco 

Sunshine Ordinance, the requirements of the federal and State Constitutions, and 

federal and State civil procedure laws and rules. 

Collected data that is classified as Level 1-Public data may be made available for 

public access or release via DataSF’s Open Data portal. Open Data has a Public 

Domain Dedication and License, and makes no warranties on the information 

provided. Once public on Open Data, data can be freely shared, modified, and used 

for any purpose without any restrictions. Any damages resulting from use of public 

data are disclaimed. 

Members of the public may also request access by submission of a request pursuant 

to San Francisco’s Sunshine Ordinance. No record shall be withheld from disclosure 

in its entirety unless all information contained in it is exempt from disclosure under 

express provisions of the California Public Records Act or some other statute. 

 

Training: To reduce the possibility that the technology or its associated data will be misused 

or used contrary to its authorized use, all individuals requiring access must receive 

training on data security policies and procedures.  

 At the very least, department shall require all elected officials, employees, 

consultants, volunteers, and vendors working with the technology on its behalf to 

read and formally acknowledge all authorized and prohibited uses. Department shall 

also require that all individuals requesting data or regularly requiring data access 

receive appropriate training before being granted access to systems containing PII.   

All users must successfully complete documented in-house training in the 

technologies prior to their use. Each Cellebrite tool must be trained on prior to use. 

Training is composed of exercises using the tools, documented reading on the tools 

https://datasf.org/opendata/
http://library.amlegal.com/nxt/gateway.dll/California/administrative/chapter67thesanfranciscosunshineordinanc?f=templates$fn=default.htm$3.0$vid=amlegal:sanfrancisco_ca$anc=JD_Chapter67
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and mock casework prior to their use. Training results are evaluated by a supervisor 

and the laboratory quality system and documented authorization is required prior to 

use in casework.  Training can be provided by outside experts, vendor provided 

training and Department training. Final approval and authorization are provided by 

the laboratory.    

Data Security: Department shall secure PII against unauthorized or unlawful processing or 

disclosure; unwarranted access, manipulation, or misuse; and accidental loss, 

destruction, or damage. Surveillance technology data collected and retained by the 

Department shall be protected by the safeguards appropriate for its classification 

level(s) as defined by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 

security framework 800-53, or equivalent requirements from other major 

cybersecurity framework selected by the department.  

Department shall ensure compliance with these security standards through the 

following: 

Data is restricted to Crime Lab unit personnel in a locked facility. The SFPD network 

is password protected and authentications are controlled by the SFPD Department 

of Technology.  The physical access to the unit is restricted to unit personnel. Results 

of the examination are provided to the investigation teams in the format of a 

working copy or result copy report which is the requested data governed by the 

legal authority of the investigation. The investigator is provided the report for them 

to store with their casefile. Raw data is not provided, with the exception for defense 

discovery.   

Data Storage:   Data will be stored in the following location: 

x   Local storage (e.g., local server, storage area network (SAN), network 

     attached storage (NAS), backup tapes, etc.) 

x   Department of Technology Data Center 

x   Software as a Service Product 

x   Cloud Storage Provider 

All case data will be primarily stored at the local level.  Some forms of search 

warrant production data must be downloaded from the internet (cloud).  In 

addition, some internal case tracking software is maintained in the cloud.  

Processed and parsed data containing PII is maintained on local storage. 

 

Data Sharing: For internal and externally shared data, shared data shall not be accessed, used, or 

processed by the recipient in a manner incompatible with the authorized use cases 

stated in this Policy.  
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Department shall ensure proper administrative, technical, and physical safeguards 

are in place before sharing data with other CCSF departments, outside government 

entities, and third-party providers or vendors. (See Data Security) 

Department shall ensure all PII and restricted data is de-identified or adequately 

protected to ensure the identities of individual subjects are effectively safeguarded 

from entities that do not have authorized access under this policy.  

Further, in sharing data, processing of personal data revealing racial or ethnic 

origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, or trade union 

membership, and the processing of genetic data, biometric data for the purpose of 

uniquely identifying an individual person, data concerning health or data 

concerning an individual person’s sex life or sexual orientation shall be prohibited. 

Each department that believes another agency or department receives or may 

receive data collected from its use of surveillance technologies should consult with 

its assigned deputy city attorney regarding their legal obligations.  

Before sharing data with any recipients, the Department will use the following 

procedure to ensure appropriate data protections are in place: 

• 
Confirm the purpose of the data sharing aligns with the department’s 

mission. 

• 
Consider alternative methods other than sharing data that can 

accomplish the same purpose. 

• 
Review of all existing safeguards to ensure shared data does not 

increase the risk of potential civil rights and liberties impacts on 

residents. 

• 
Evaluation of what data can be permissibly shared with members of the 

public should a request be made  in accordance with the San Francisco’s 

Sunshine Ordinance. 

• 
Ensure data will be shared in a cost-efficient manner and exported in a 

clean, machine-readable format. 
 

  

A.           Internal Data Sharing (city agencies):   

The department shares the following data with recipients within the City and 

County of San Francisco: 

 

Data Type Data Recipient 

Call logs, contact lists, MMS data, SMS 

data, images, videos, audio, 

documents/notes, internet history & 

bookmarks, location data, app data, 

3rd-party app data, health data, device 

logs, various forms of metadata – only 

Provided to District Attorney's Office or 

Public Defender's Office or criminal 

defense attorney via the District 

Attorney's Office in accordance with 

California and federal discovery laws 

http://library.amlegal.com/nxt/gateway.dll/California/administrative/chapter67thesanfranciscosunshineordinanc?f=templates$fn=default.htm$3.0$vid=amlegal:sanfrancisco_ca$anc=JD_Chapter67
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data relevant to the crime or 

investigation of criminal activity. 

 

Frequency - Data sharing occurs at the following frequency: 

• Upon discovery request 

 

 

 

B.           External Data Sharing (non-city agencies): 

 The department shares the following data with recipients external to the City and 

County of San Francisco: 

 

Data Type Data Recipient 

Call logs, contact lists, MMS data, SMS 

data, images, videos, audio, 

documents/notes, internet history & 

bookmarks, location data, app data, 

3rd-party app data, health data, device 

logs, various forms of metadata – only 

data relevant to the crime or 

investigation of criminal activity, or all 

data if provided for exculpatory 

purposes. 

Parties to civil or criminal litigation, or 

other third parties, in response to a 

valid Defense Subpoena.  

 

Frequency - Data sharing occurs at the following frequency: 

As-needed per court order 

 

Electronic communication data sharing shall comply with the provisions of the 

Electronic Communication Privacy Act, CA Penal Code §1546 – 1546.4 

  

 

Data Retention: Department may store and retain raw PII data only as long as necessary to 

accomplish a lawful and authorized purpose. Department data retention standards 

should align with how the department prepares its financial records and should be 

consistent with any relevant Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) or 

California Office of Emergency Services (Cal OES) sections. 

The Department’s data retention period and justification are as follows:  
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Retention Period Retention Justification 

Indefinitely per laboratory retention 

policy unless requested in writing or 

legal request to delete. 

 Electronic communications are also 

retained pursuant to the provisions 

outlined in CA Penal Code §1546 – 

1546.4 

Allows for any appeals process to occur 

or if further analysis is needed it will be 

available. 

PII data shall not be kept in a form which permits identification of data subjects for 

any longer than is necessary for the purposes for which the personal data are 

processed.  

Per CA Penal Code §1546.1 (g) “If a government entity receives electronic 

communication information voluntarily provided pursuant to subdivision (f), it shall 

destroy that information within 90 days unless one or more of the following 

circumstances apply: 

 

(1) The government entity has or obtains the specific consent of the sender or 

recipient of the electronic communications about which information was disclosed. 

(2) The government entity obtains a court order authorizing the retention of the 

information. A court shall issue a retention order upon a finding that the conditions 

justifying the initial voluntary disclosure persist, in which case the court shall 

authorize the retention of the information only for so long as those conditions 

persist, or there is probable cause to believe that the information constitutes 

evidence that a crime has been committed. 

(3) The government entity reasonably believes that the information relates to child 

pornography and the information is retained as part of a multiagency database used 

in the investigation of child pornography and related crimes. 

(4) The service provider or subscriber is, or discloses the information to, a 

federal, state, or local prison, jail, or juvenile detention facility, and all 

participants to the electronic communication were informed, prior to the 

communication, that the service provider may disclose the information to the 

government entity.” 

Exceptions to Retention Period - PII data collected by the surveillance technology 

may be retained beyond the standard retention period only in the following 

circumstance(s): 

• None 
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Data Disposal: Upon completion of the data retention period, Department shall dispose of data in 

the following manner: 

• N/A (indefinite retention) 

• If ordered by the court, data will be securely wiped using forensic tools 

or destroyed. 
 

 

COMPLIANCE  

Department Compliance: Department shall oversee and enforce compliance with this Policy 

according to the respective memorandum of understanding of employees and their respective labor 

union agreement. 

Allegations of 19B Violations: Members of the public may submit written notice of an alleged 

violation of Chapter 19B to SFPDChief@sfgov.org. If the Department takes corrective measures in 

response to such an allegation, the Department will post a notice within 30 days that generally 

describes the corrective measures taken to address such allegation. The Department will comply with 

allegation and misconduct processes as set forth by the city Charter. 

If a Department is alleged to have violated the Ordinance under San Francisco Administrative Code 

Chapter 19B, Department shall post a notice on the Department’s website that generally describes any 

corrective measure taken to address such allegation.  

Department is subject to enforcement procedures, as outlined in San Francisco Administrative Code 

Section 19B.8. 

 

Oversight Personnel 

Department shall be assigned the following personnel to oversee Policy compliance by the 

Department and third-parties. 

Unit’s command staff, depending on rank of sworn member using the technology.   

• Q50-Q-52, Sergeant 

• Q60-Q62, Lieutenant 

• 0933 Crime Lab Manager 

• 8262 Criminalist III 

• 0955 Forensic Services Director 

Unless assigned to Forensics Services, Q2 through Q62 data access is limited to the reports provided 

by the SFPD forensic practitioners or Forensic Services staff.  

 

Sanctions for Violations - Sanctions for violations of this Policy include the following: 

San Francisco Police Department will conduct an internal investigation though the Chief of 

Staff/Internal Affairs (IA) Unit or may refer the case to the Department of Police Accountability. The 

mailto:SFPDChief@sfgov.org
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results of the investigation will be reported to the Chief of Police, who will determine the penalty for 

instances of misconduct. Under San Francisco Charter section A8.343, the Chief may impose discipline 

of up to a 10-day suspension on allegations brought by the Internal Affairs Division or the 

Department of Police Accountability. Depending on the severity of the allegation of misconduct, the 

Chief or the Department of Police Accountability may elect to file charges with the Police Commission 

for any penalty greater than the 10-day suspension. Any discipline sought must be consistent with 

principles of just cause and progressive discipline and in accordance with the SFPD Disciplinary 

Guidelines.  

 

If a Department is alleged to have violated the Ordinance under San Francisco Administrative Code 

Chapter 19B, Department shall post a notice on the Department’s website that generally describes any 

corrective measure taken to address such allegation.  

Department is subject to enforcement procedures, as outlined in San Francisco Administrative Code 

Section 19B.8. 

DEFINITIONS 

Personally    

Identifiable 

Information: 

Information that can be used to distinguish or trace an individual’s identity, either 

alone or when combined with other personal or identifying information that is 

linked or linkable to a specific individual. 

Raw Data: 

Information collected by a surveillance technology that has not been processed 

and cleaned of all personal identifiable information. The distribution and use of raw 

data is tightly restricted. 

Exigent 

Circumstances 

An emergency involving imminent danger of death or serious physical injury to any 

person that requires the immediate use of Surveillance Technology or the 

information it provides. 

 

AUTHORIZATION  

  

Section 19B.4 of the City’s Administrative Code states, “It is the policy of the Board of Supervisors that 

it will approve a Surveillance Technology Policy ordinance only if it determines that the benefits the 

Surveillance Technology ordinance authorizes outweigh its costs, that the Surveillance Technology 

Policy ordinance will safeguard civil liberties and civil rights, and that the uses and deployments of the 

Surveillance Technology under the ordinance will not be based upon discriminatory or viewpoint-

based factors or have a disparate impact on any community or Protected Class.”  

 

 

QUESTIONS & CONCERNS 

Complaints of Officer Misconduct: Members of the public can register complaints about SFPD 

activities with the Department of Police Accountability (DPA), 1 South Van Ness Ave 8th Floor, San 

Francisco, CA 94103, (415) 241-7711, https://sf.gov/departments/department-police-accountability.  

https://www.google.com/search?q=sf+dpa&rlz=1C1GCEA_enUS948US948&oq=SF+DPA&aqs=chrome.0.0i355i512j46i175i199i512j69i60.1635j0j15&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://sf.gov/departments/department-police-accountability
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DPA, by Charter authority, receives and manages all citizen complaints relating to SFPD use of force, 

misconduct, or allegations that a member has not properly performed a duty. DPA manages, 

acknowledges, and responds to complaints from members of the public. 

Concerns and Inquiries: Department shall acknowledge and respond to complaints and concerns in a 

timely and organized response, and in the following manner: The Department has included a 19B 

Surveillance Technology Policy page on its public website : https://www.sanfranciscopolice.org/your-

sfpd/policies/19b-surveillance-technology-policies. This page includes an email address for public 

inquiries:  SFPDChief@sfgov.org. This email is assigned to several staff members in the Chief's Office 

who will respond to inquiries within 48 hours. 

 

Inquiries from City and County of San Francisco Employees: All questions regarding this policy should 
be directed to the Chief of Police at SFPDChief@sfgov.org. Similarly, questions about other applicable laws 
governing the use of the surveillance technology or the issues related to privacy should be directed to the 
Chief of Police at SFPDChief@sfgov.org 

 

https://www.sanfranciscopolice.org/your-sfpd/policies/19b-surveillance-technology-policies
https://www.sanfranciscopolice.org/your-sfpd/policies/19b-surveillance-technology-policies
mailto:SFPDChief@sfgov.org
mailto:SFPDChief@sfgov.org

